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You Dont Wanna Know
Hudson Taylor

 [INTRO]
Cm

[VERSE]
Cm
you dont know what i know,
              F
gotta hold it in
Fm              Cm          Bb
heard it from a friend of a foe

[VERSE]
Cm
someone s best kept secret
                F
another s only hope
Fm              Cm
wanna know what i know?

[PRE CHORUS]
Bb                                   Cm
you would never, you could never cope

[VERSE]
Cm
how can i conceal it
              F
keep a poker face
Fm              Cm
you dont get to keep it

[PRE CHORUS]
Bb                                   Cm
the secret was, the secret was erased

[CHORUS]
Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
Cm       Bb              Ab
ill protect you from the truth
Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
      F               Cm
so i hide it all from you

[VERSE]
Cm



you dont know what ive done,
               F
i will never tell
Fm              Cm
i can not out run it

[PRE CHORUS]
Bb                                 Cm
the shadow of, the shadow of myself

[CHORUS]
Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
Cm       Bb              Ab
ill protect you from the truth
Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
      F               Cm
so i hide it all from you
     F
so i hide it all from you

[BRIDGE]
             Fm                          Eb          Db
there are so many things about me that i wont tell
       Fm                          Eb                  Db
if you wanna keep a secret better keep it to yourself
             Fm                          Eb
there are so many things about me that i wont tell
       Db                         Bbm
if you wanna keep a secret better keep it to yourself
             Fm                          Eb
there are so many things about me that i wont tell
       Db                         Bbm
if you wanna keep a secret better keep it to yourself
        N.C
if you wanna keep a secret better keep it to yourself

[CHORUS]
Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
Cm       Bb              Ab
ill protect you from the truth
Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
      F               Cm
so i hide it all from you

[CHORUS]
Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
Cm       Bb              Ab
ill protect you from the truth



Cm       Bb              Ab      Fm
you dont wanna know what i know
      F               Cm
so i hide it all from you

 


